
Soap_Feature
The information on this page refers to SOAP version 2, which added support for additional properties. If you are using SOAP version 1, please refer to 

 the SOAP version 1 documentation for the Soap_Feature object.

The Soap_Feature object represents a feature in LAC. This object is used to add/edit features assigned to the Product Template of a License Order.

Soap_Feature contains the following properties. 

Property name Type Description

name string Name of the feature.

version string Version of the feature.

expiration_type string Expiration type of the feature. Valid values are as follows. 
fixed: Expiration date of feature is set to fixed date. 
days_from_activation: Expiration date of feature is set to a specified number of days from activation. 
no_expiration: Feature is permanent.

expiration_date string Date of fixed expiration. Required when  is set to fixed.expiration_type

additional_settings string Additional settings for a feature.

enabled boolea
n

Field defining if the feature is selected in the Product Template or License Order.

days_from_activati
on

integer Number of days from activation the feature will remain active. Required when  is set to days_from_activation.expiration_type

count integer Number of features that are allowed to run when using a network license.

comment string Additional information about the feature.

options string Additional licensing options for the feature.

 maintenance_type string The type of maintenance for the feature. Valid values are:  
fixed: Expiration date of maintenance is set to fixed date.   
days_from_activation: Expiration date of maintenance is set to a specified number of days from activation.   
no_maintenance: Maintenance is permanent. 

 maintenance_date string Date of fixed maintenance. Required/Set when   is set to fixed. maintenance_type

maintenance_days
_   

 from_activation

integer Number of days from activation the maintenance will remain active. Required when   is set to maintenance_type
maintenance_days_from_activation. 

 issued_type string The issue type for the feature. Valid values are:  
fixed: Issue date is set to fixed date.   
activation_time: Issue date is set to the time of activation.   
not_issued: The feature has no issue information. 

 issued_date string Date the feature is issued. Required when  is set to fixed. issued_type
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